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Summary

In this thesis we study two phenomena occurring in models of chemical reactions.
We investigate the decrease of the reaction rate in the hydrogen exchange reaction
and a lengthy kind of dissociation called roaming that is, among others, exhibited
by CH+

4 .
The first part of this thesis focuses on the hydrogen exchange reaction. We

begin by discussing topological features of the Porter-Karplus potential [PK64] and
defining what we mean by reaction in this system. Then we introduce transition
states and transition state theory, the standard tool for computing reaction rates,
and explain why it works in certain systems. We subsequently find all transition
states in this system along with other periodic orbits involved in bifurcations with
these transition states. Using the transition states, we then divide the energy sur-
face into regions with physical significance in the context of the chemical reaction.
Apart from reactants and products, we define the interaction region separately,
because it is this region where the system exhibits chaos.

Since Smale’s horseshoe dynamics is known to be induced by invariant mani-
folds, we investigate these structures to understand the dynamics in the interaction
region. We employ lobe dynamics to extract information from homoclinic and hete-
roclinic tangles and subsequently divide the tangles according to certain dynamical
features into classes of relatively predictable dynamics and areas of chaos.

Areas of various parts of the tangles are computed using a Monte Carlo method
and these areas are then used for various bounds of the reaction rate. Using these
areas and bounds we then make conclusions regarding types of dynamics prevalent
in the interaction region and the physical significance of the given classes. We
conclude that the decrease of the reaction rate comes down to insufficient transfer
of energy between the two degrees of freedom. Furthermore we present a new
approach to heteroclinic tangles and show how to calculate the areas of various
parts of a tangle.

The second part is devoted to the understanding of a particular kind of dissocia-
tion called roaming in the CH+

4 model proposed in [Che86]. It can be characterized
by dynamics that was thought to only lead to radical dissociation, when a single
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atom separates from the molecule. It was observed that a dissociating hydrogen
atom can return to the molecule and dissociate together with another hydrogen
atom in a process called intramolecular hydrogen abstraction. Ultimately, a disso-
ciation that started with a molecule loosing a single hydrogen atom ends with the
molecule loosing a hydrogen molecule.

We show that roaming is connected to a particular intersection of invariant
manifolds of transition states in the system. Thereby we support the definition
proposed in [MCE+14b] and explain the cause of roaming.

The investigation of invariant manifolds in the Chesnavich’s CH+
4 model involves

several novelties. In an attempt to explain observations of residence times and
rotation numbers on several surfaces of section, we turn to invariant manifolds. A
straight-forward investigation is made impossible because of what is identified as a
dynamical transition between rotation and vibration. The transition is explained
by a change in local energy surface geometry. Certain parts of the energy surface
are locally a spherical shell while the majority of the energy surface is locally a toric
shell.

Motivated by drawbacks of several surfaces of section, we study the intersections
of invariant manifolds on a dividing surface defined using a transition state. We
argue that the local geometry has to be the same in the whole neighbourhood of a
transition state and because the dividing surface does not admit local recrossings,
it is the ideal surface for the study of invariant manifolds.

We also present an extension of the Conley-McGehee representation that suits
energy surfaces with purely toric or partly spherical, partly toric local geometry.
In this representation we can study almost the entire energy surface at once, in
contrast to the usual local approximations. We are able to visualize and study
transition states, dividing surfaces and entire pieces of invariant manifolds in full
three dimensions. The representation enables us to view the interaction of multiple
transition states all at once.


